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Abstract
In this work we introduce a simple new regularization technique, aptly
named Floor, which drops low weight connections on every forward pass
whenever they fall below a specified event horizon threshold. We compare
the results of this technique side by side on identical network architectures
between regular Dropout and Floor algorithms. We report similar or
improved regularization, with the Floor algorithm versus regular Dropout
and/or in concert with regular Dropout.
In this paper we also describe our research into transfer learning by
sharing of probability distribution parameters in which we investigated
methods of transferring Gaussian prior parameters derived from the latent output of a Variational Auto-encoder to a subsequent ’posterior’ classification networks in an attempt to regularize and internally organize
that network along class boundaries. The investigation explored ways to
increase the density of the classification networks by promoting regional
specialization and co-regional collaboration across labels making networks
more expressive and discriminating with fewer nodes by directing specific
classes down specific branches of a network. The technique explored, extracted Gaussian priors from a Variational Auto-encoder, and then used
these parameters in a specially constructed branching layer in which each
branch sampled from the prior distribution to generate a class specific
filter to apply to the feed forward operation. Our theory was that this
would encourage specific classes to travel down specific branches, and thus
reduce the interference between feature detectors in a standard ML feed
forward network. Unfortunately this research did not reveal any significant improvements in classification, sparsity, or expressive ability over
standard feed forward networks with Dropout.
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1

Introduction

Deep learning’s explosive growth has been fueled by the technique’s success at embedding high dimensional data into multilevel encoded representations to solve complex
functions and to model natural processes. To achieve the increasingly high model accuracy, researchers have typically started with the structure of a previously successful
model, and then scaled this model either by increasing the number of layers, increasing
the width of each layer, increasing the resolution of the input data, or a combination
of all 3[38].
Wide and deep models while being more accurate are however also more resource
intensive. They are time consuming to train, and increasingly so if the hardware asked
to do the training is not up to the task. Large networks also require a large number of
compute resources making them difficult to deploy on hardware constrained platforms
such as laptops, smart phones, or smart home devices. In a typical Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) or Deep Neural Network (DNN) there may be millions or
billions of parameters and a similarly large set of labelled training examples with
which to tune these parameters.
Another issue presented in multi-class neural networks are the battles for internal
nodes that classes with similar and dissimilar features compete for in neural networks.
Competing classes will inject noise relative to one another, thus creating complex
co-adaptations in the feature extractors which present themselves as over-fitting or
under-fitting.
Neural networks in effect then have to be trained to discriminate the important
features while at the same time filtering out the noise emanating from competing
features while they iterate towards a minimized loss functions which isolates class
patterns in the noise.
Densely connected feed forward networks (DNN) are commonly designed with fully
connected layers; that is, every node in a layer is connected to every node in adjacent
layers. This architecture supplies each successive layer with all the embeddings of
its preceding layer in every possible combination. The training procedure then has
to reduce this overabundance of overlapping connections by iteratively applying the
delta rule to adjust the weights on the connections over and over again to push a large
subset of these weights to zero. Effectively this reduces the process of training to a task
that determines which neurons to turn on and to what intensity and which neurons
to turn off. This implies that a large number of connections are either redundant or
necessarily zero to limit interaction with neighboring nodes.
CNNs on the other hand more efficiently promote regional specialization by convolving layer inputs with fixed sized, discrete and isolated, filters. A CNN filter bank
is connected to only a small region of the layer before thus enforcing local dense connectivity in the filter but sparse regionally connectivity. This intermittent connections
from adjacent nodes isolates learning into small-world style groupings which helps limit
the cross-pollinating noise typical in DNN architectures.
Convolutions successes in image manipulation programs such as Paint Shop Pro
are a lay persons introduction to convolutional image filters. These filters can be designed to extract vertical and horizontal edges, extrude shapes, and generally isolate
and magnify identifying characteristics of an image. The effect of using convolutional
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filters in a neural networks are symbiotic to their image manipulation brethren. However, convolutional neural network filters isolate and magnify a broader range of data
features by allowing stacking and sub-sampling layers of filters and by also allowing the
filter parameters to be derived from the data itself through back propagation training.
Trained CNN filters describe stochastic pathways through a network which specialize
in classifying specific characteristics of subsets of an image. CNNs thus have been
shown to be particularly adept at developing regional specializations as deeper layers
often encode detailed geometries, while earlier layers encode simple structures such as
edges and curves. Also inter-layer specialization occurs between filters, although that
effect is not as cleanly separated leading to some overlap and redundancy.
Even though research has shown that some this explosion of parameters and
depth used to gain accuracy and specificity has worked there is also ample evidence
to conclude that a large number of these parameters represent idle and ineffectual
nodes which contribute little to the accuracy of the network while increasing the size
of the network somewhat needlessly. For instance research into sparsely connected
networks[26],[24], network pruning [8], small-world networks[44], network compression[6],
network scaling [38], and biological systems [27] suggests that a large number of nodes
in a trained networks are superfluous. While this often means in the references cited
that these networks parameters were eliminated, this also opens up the possibility of
maximizing the utilization of these unused nodes by promoting regional specialization
in neural networks to take advantage of underutilized spaces.
Plots of layer activations in CNNs, Variational Auto-encoders (VAEs), and DNNs
indicate that Neural Networks tend towards regional specialization[45]. That is certain
regions of a Neural Networks will encode for specific labels and/or input characteristics.
It can be seen therefore that the path an input takes through a trained neural network
is a function of both its label and of its innate characteristics which are independent
of the label.
Supervised learning algorithms focus on limiting the error between the predicted
label and the true label. Unsupervised learning algorithms minimize the error between
the input and a targeted representation of the input. However, since the output of a
neural network trained with labels is a function of both the label and of the innate
characteristics of the data, it follows that there must exist a way to systematically
minimize both the error in clustering similar features and of minimizing the error
between the input and its label as well. In this paper we explore a training algorithm
which aims to optimize both goals.

2
2.1

Importance of Better Computing
Environmental Impacts

As more people are accessing the internet multiple times a day for business and leisure,
the demand for data centers is growing exponentially. But with these data centers
come a multitude of environmental impacts. Data centers consume a large amount
of electricity, contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, and also use a huge amount
of water for cooling. Charlotte Trueman [41] reports that in 2016 the world’s data
centres used more electric power than Britain’s yearly consumption - 416.2 terawatt
hours versus the UK’s 300 terawatt hours. While there have been achievements in
electricity efficiencies since then the demand is still large. At three percent of the
global electricity supply and accounting for about two percent of total greenhouse gas
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emissions, data centres have the same carbon footprint as the aviation industry.[41]
The less computing resources needed, the less electricity and cooling is needed. As
data scientists we must ensure that our data analysis is as efficient as possible.

2.2

Machine Learning on Edge Devices

Edge computing allows computation close to the source of where the data is produced.
Due to the limited memory and computation resources of edge devices, training large
networks is impractical and deployment of these models is also constrained by the
processing power, RAM, and storage that these devices posses. Developers can use
several methods to get around these constraints however. One of which to design
smaller and more efficient models thus the motivation for this research.

3

Ethical Considerations

Ethical Considerations in machine learning center mostly on how the way the subject
data is used and/or collected and not so much on the algorithms themselves. The
Floor algorithm we propose in this paper is agnostic of the data to which it is applied
since the application of this algorithm does not incorporate any information as to the
labels on the data to which it is applied. Likewise, our proposal to use Bayesian priors
derived from label free Variational Auto-encoders is agnostic as to the characteristics
of the data to which it is applied. However, that is not to say that Bayesian analysis
of datasets will always be free of bias, but we don’t envision or foresee an inherent
bias in the algorithms we propose in this paper.

4

Related Work

Prior work has focused on a variety of techniques aimed at either improving generalization to decrease the number of required parameters, decreasing the number of internally connected nodes to reduce the computational complexity and size, or training
and then using various methods to compress the resultant network while maintaining accuracy. In this paper we explore a way to optimize the classification ability of
models trained with supervised learning by augmenting these networks with parameters derived from networks trained with an unsupervised Bayesian clustering via a
Variational Auto-encoder. We also investigate a new simple regularization technique
inspired similar approaches in the literature.

4.0.1

Regularization Techniques

Optimal Brain Damage is a regularization method [23] in which the authors determine
the importance of a connection using a second-order approximation of the local error.
If the calculated importance is too low, the connection is pruned, after training. The
authors show this technique improves the network’s generalization while decreasing
the size of the trained network after pruning. However this approach did nothing for
to improve training time training as the entire network had to be trained first, and
then pruned for dead connections after the fact.
Dropout [10], Gaussian Dropout [37] and DropConnect [43] have been shown to
limit co-adaptation of feature detectors by randomly selecting nodes and/or connections to mask from the network during training with each training example. This
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random masking effectively encourages regional specialization, albeit in a completely
random way. The intuition behind Dropout and then DropConnect was the knowledge that ensemble models which average the results of many individual models tend
to perform better on classification problems than single networks, but the mixture of
feature detectors in the same network injects noise into the process which limits the
classification performance of all the feature detectors. Therefore, Dropout and its variants randomly or algorithmicly drop connections to force network to limit its reliance
on weakly connected nodes and this has been shown to improve the generalization
ability of the network. However, since Dropout and DropConnect reduce the number
of parameters during training but reinstate them during testing and prediction, a true
reduction in the network connections is not achieved with these techniques.
Song Han, Huizi Mao and William Dally sought to ease the computationally dense
requirements of neural networks with their approach called Deep Compression [6].
Deep Compression first trains a dense network; prunes the low weight connections,
retrains the network to fine tune the remaining connections, and then applies Huffman
encoding for compression. Deep Compression has achieved impressive compression
ratios of up to 49x with no loss of accuracy.
Inspired by research on Rat Brain Tissue which found that synaptic in brain tissue
can be modeled as a random formation with sparse connections, Shafiee et al developed
StochasticNet [33]. StochasticNet is a simplified version of the Deep Compression
algorithm which starts with a sparse randomly connected network, instead of training
a fully connected network first and then pruning it. Pruning is thus inherent in their
design. StochasticNet boasts using less than half the number of neural connections as a
comparable deep neural networks, while achieving comparable accuracy and reducing
over-fitting.
Decebal Constantin Mocanu et al. also took inspiration from the structure of biological networks to argue that DNNs should never have fully connected layers and
subsequently demonstrated the effectiveness of sparse representations on several diverse neural network architectures (RBMs, MLPs, and CNNs). Watts et al. [44]
research on a broad cross-section of network architectures has determined this pattern of densely connected clusters with sparse connections to remote clusters occurs
organically in biological, social, and technological systems thus reinforcing the notion
that this type of architecture is an optimal solution in a number of diverse paradigms.
Cayco-Gajic [3] showed that sparse synaptic connectivity is essential for separating
spatially correlated input patterns, and that that expansion onto a larger spatially
separated, thus weakly interconnected connected clusters rather than simply sparsity
determines the best environment for pattern separation in networks.
Also inspired by research on cat’s eyes LeCun et al. in [21] and [22] developed
the modern Convolutional Neural Networks which aimed to reproduce the spatial
invariant pattern recognition abilities of a cat’s eye by creating stacks of filters with
small receptive fields that examined subsets of images in isolation from other filters
thus again recreating the small world, sparse connectivity seen in nature.
Further reinforcing this concept that regional specialization is important in neural
network architectures, PathNet, Fernando et al.[4] uses ’agents’ to identify low cost
paths through the network that minimize the cost of a target class in the global solution
space. Agents must learn to work with other agents, sharing parameters or zeroing
out interfering paths as necessary.
Thus that leads to the intuition that perhaps the networks we should be trying to
develop are composite networks comprised of a mixture of local dense expert, weakly
connected to distant, non-overlapping, clusters of other experts. Such a technique has
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been implemented by [34]l Shazeer et al. in their Sparsely Gated Mixture of Experts
model. This model uses a separate gating network which permits access to segregated
sub-networks trained to be experts on sub-domains of the global target domain. However, their approach did not spatially segregate the training inputs leading to overuse
of certain experts thus increasing their correlations and thus increasing the noise. Also
this effectively left ineffectual and superfluous large subsections of the network. We
attempt to build a gating network such as this, but using the Bayesian priors generated
by a VAE to modulate the action of the gates.
”Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes” [17] introduced the reparameterization trick
which described a Monte Carlo approximation technique of estimating a posterior
distribution thus devising a Bayesian inference model which compresses the descriptive
parameters in the latent space. Kingama et al. [15] introduced Variational Dropout
and a local version of the reparameterizaton trick for Bayesian networks and Molchanov
et al. which extends that concept by providing a node level Bayesian calculation which
opens the possibility of regional specialization. However, the local techniques require
network pre-training before any useful representations are learned. Our investigation
suspects this is because the learning is forced onto the bias terms which are less
expressive than the weights on the gates. That is, the algorithm influences the variance
on the weights to scale with the mini-batch size, and so large mini-batches result in
small gradients moving the weights on the gate very slowly or not at all. This causes the
weights to settle in rather quickly, thus leaving the bias term as the sole free parameter.
A possible future avenue of research is to modify the batch rate dynamically on VD
layers to freeze or free training epoch by epoch. For instance as a network settles in
one could raise the batch rate to decrease the gradients and thus slow the training,
without actually changing the learning rate.
One of the most powerful ideas in deep learning today is Transfer Learning. Transfer Learning is taking knowledge of what a neural network has learned and applying
that knowledge to a separate, distinct, and only loosely related task. For example, a
neural network that has been trained on ImageNet, can be theoretically adapted to
read radiology scans for instance. The intuition is that networks trained on classifying images share some base understanding of object detection like recognizing lines,
curves, colors and edges for instance. That basic knowledge is applicable in most if
not all computer vision applications, no matter what the target domain. In this paper we investigate the feasibility of transferring the Bayesian latent space parameters
derived from a Variational Auto-encoder. The theory being that if we can compress
the knowledge gained from training a dataset into a small set of parameters describing a probability distribution, transfer learning can thus be achieved by simply from
recording those parameters and then sampling from a representative distribution in a
host of subsequent networks, potentially without the baggage of a large subsection of
the prior network which is the hallmark of current transfer learning techniques.

5
5.1

Models
Floor Layer

In this section we consider a single fully-connected layer with L hidden layers. Let
l ∈ {1, .., L} index the hidden layers. Let z l denote the vector of inputs into layer l , y l
denote the vector of outputs from layer l , wl and bt are are the weights and biases of
layer l . Thus the feed-forward operation can be described as layer l and any hidden
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unit i as
(l+1)

zi

(l+1)
yi

(l+1) l

= wi
=

(l+1)

y + b1

(l+1)
f (zi
)

(1)
(2)

where f is any activation function such as rectified linear unit. We propose the follow(l+1)
ing floor operation that pushes output of the preceding layer, yi
which is in input
to the floor layer, to zero when the absolute value falls within a specified zero point,
z0 , event horizon on either side of zero.
ỹ = by (l+1) c
(
0, |y (l+1) | < z0
by (l+1) c =
y (l+1) , |y (l+1) | ≥ z0

(3)
(4)

where by (l+1) c denotes the floating point floor function which forces weights to zero
when they reach a configurable or range defined randomized threshold. Any weight
below the threshold will be set to zero and any weight greater than or equal to the
threshold will remain unchanged. We use this layer in place of or in concert with a
traditional Dropout layer as regularization technique in deep feed forward and convolutional neural networks.
We also experimented with applying an activation the the output of the Floor layer
to compensate for the fact that the Floor layer is linear in nature.
ỹ = by (l+1) c
(
0, |y (l+1) | < z0
(l+1)
by
c=
f (y (l+1) ), |y (l+1) | ≥ z0

5.2

(5)
(6)

Variational Auto-encoder

In this section we describe the Variational Auto-Encoder [17] which took a novel
approach to encoding high dimensional data into a lower dimensional latent space.
Variational auto-encoders, VAEs, encode high dimensional data as a probability distribution over the latent space rather than as a single point projection.. This property
of VAEs creates a latent space with continuity of inference. That is, similar points
are co-located in the same region in latent space, figure 1. We can thus make use of
this fact to generate latent representations of training data. Also in inference we can
generate latent representations of new, heretofore unseen data, but these representations will be similarly located in latent space thus providing a measure of label free
inference on the data.
This parameterized latent space allows us to sample this distribution to reconstruct
our understanding of the original data. This is a powerful tool which in effect allows
us to model a data space with a reduced set of parameters yet reconstruct it with
minimal loss of data by sampling, figure 2. This process is not unlike the sampling
process that analog to digital converters make when converting a waveform into a
digital representation.
In the traditional VAE, the decoding half of the network is often a symmetrical
mirror image of the encoding portion. However, it is possible to use the encoded representations of the training data as a new, spatially encoded data set on subsequent
non-symmetrical networks. Likewise, the encoding portion of the VAE can be concatenated with the original un-encoded inputs in a traditional classification network
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to provide an additional dimension of data derived not from the label, but from the
innate characteristics of the training data itself.
This additional dimension of data can be seen as a form of data augmentation.
In traditional data augmentation, data are transformed by applying random (but
realistic) transformations such as image rotation. However, unlike traditional data
augmentation which simply adds artificially generated training cases by transforming,
slightly, the original data, VAE data augmentation offers the additional benefit of
inference. That is, a pre-trained encoder on the input can provide beneficial inference
on even previously unseen test data due to the probabilistic nature of its output.
Consider a data set D which is constructed from N pairs of N objects (xn , yn )n =N
1 .
We wish to find the weights w of a probability distribution model p(y|x, w) that predicts y given x and w. Using Bayes theorem we let p(w) be our prior and combine this
knowledge with our data set, D, and use Bayes rule to calculate a posterior distribution
p(w|D) = p(D|w)p(w)/p(D).
In complex models consisting of hundreds or thousands of features representing
our prior knowledge p(w) the analytical result to Bayes rule is often intractable. However, this posterior can be estimated through sampling and generating a parametric
distribution qφ (w). To ensure a representative posterior, the techniques then gauges
the similarity of the approximated distribution with the Kullback-Leibler, KL, divergence, DKL (qφ (w) k p(w|D)). The KL Divergence is applied to the latent space, and
it measures the distance between the prior and the approximated posterior.
The optimal value of this approximation can be found by summing the marginal
expected log-likelihoods and subtracting the the KL-divergence. The KL-divergence
subtracts off from the log expectation a sum that is a rough measure of the difference
between the distribution of the known priors, the labels, and the distribution of the
expected outcome.
L(φ) = LD (φ) − (DKL (qφ (w) k p(w|D)) → max
φ∈Φ

LD (φ) =

N
X

E [log p(yn |xn , w = f (, φ))]

(7)
(8)

q (w)
n=1 φ

(9)
The log-likelihood LD (φ) is also intractable and therefore must also be approximated.
We use the Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes Reparameterization trick described
in Kingma[17]. The simple idea is to sample a non-parametric Gaussian  ∼ N (0, 1)
and then to shift these samples into a range around a mean and variance vector
representing a parameterized approximation of the posterior, w ∼ qφ (w) as: w =
f (, φ) where f (.) is a differentiable function and  ∼ p() is a random noise variable.
B
L(φ) ' LSGV B (φ) = LSGV
(φ) − (DKL (qφ (w) k p(w|D))
D
B
LSGV
(φ) = N/M
D

M
X

(10)

log p(ym |xm , w = f (φ, m ))

(11)

∆φ log p(ym |xm , w = f (φ, m ))

(12)

m=1

∆φ LD (φ) ' N/M

M
X
m=1

We use the neural network architecture described in Kingma 2013[17] for the probabilistic VAE. We then train the VAE on the training data of our test sets, MNIST,
FashionMNIST, and CIFAR10. We can then sample the output of the encoder portion
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Figure 1: Plot of VAE encoding of MNIST digits. The VAE clusters, without
the benefit of labels, individual classes by their structures. Thus the encoded
parameters can be used to describe a probability distribution representing a
class.
of the VAE for each class to obtain additional training data, to obtain class means and
variances or, to use directly as primary or secondary inputs to classification networks.

5.3

Parametric Noise Injection

Shazeer, Hinton et al. describe a Sparsely Gated Mixture of Experts model in their
paper [34] in which a trainable gating network controls a mixture of experts model. In
this paper we modify this approach by suggesting various filters which are initialized
by parameters derived from the VAEs.
We propose a new regularization technique, Parametric Noise Injection, in which
noise is injected into a layer proportional to the class specific Gaussian prior derived
from a VAE. Consider a single fully-connected layer with L hidden layers as in 1,2.
We define parameters to this layer which represent the parameters of class specific
Gaussian priors, as in (10).
(13)

µl = µzy
q
σl = σz2y

(14)

Where µl is the layer parameter mean, and σl is the layer parameter standard deviation. On every forward pass through the network, we sample l = N (µl , σl ) and then
multiply that resulting noise vector by the weight vector. So the forward pass through
the network then becomes a combination of the gates prior state. So that the injected
noise will not override the learning in the node, but simply influence it, we scaled the
noise by a scaling factor γ. The PNI nodes were also initialized with the mean and
variance of the target class mean in an attempt to predetermine the class affinity.
(l+1)

zi

(l+1)
yi

(l)

(l)

= w i +  l ∗ γ + b1
=

(l+1)
f (zi
)

(15)
(16)

The idea here is to locate a subsection of nodes around a mean derived from the latent
space of a pre-trained Variational Auto-encoder.
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Figure 2: Samples drawn from latent space and fed through the decoder portion
of a Variational Auto-encoder.

6
6.1

Experiments
Floor Layer

In testing the floor algorithm we tried to compare it to its most natural analogue, the
Dropout function. We did not explore Floor’s performance in relation to several of the
Dropout variants such as Gaussian Dropout or Variational Dropout; although, those
comparison’s could be insightful.
We explored the parameter space of z0 to see which values seemed effective at
regularizing the network to decrease over-fitting and improve accuracy. In figure 2 you
can see the affect that z0 had on a simple feed forward network (300-300-300) with
the Floor layer placed on the Inputs or after the first layer and after the last Dense
layer before the classifier. We found that the range was dataset dependant, but that
most data sets responded well to a Floor setting of between [.01, .5), with convergence
completely failing with settings over 0.7. We fitted a similar network (300-300-300)
with Dropout of .2 on the input and Dropout of .4 on the output of the last layer
before the classifier for comparison.
The Floor layer exhibited a high variance in the epoch to epoch accuracy, and so
we chose the Adam optimizer with β = .9 and β2 = .999 with a learning rate starting
at lr = .001, and decaying exponentially at a rate of dr = .95 every 700 − 2000 minibatches. The smooth exponential decay rate seemed to lock in a minimum at a much
lower epoch, and keep that minimum. Variance in the learning can be good as it forces
the network to explore different avenues of the problem to get at a solution. Floor
allows for that needed variation at lower training rates to explore the latent space, but
completely eliminates that variation at higher learning rates, thus allowing networks
to zero in on a reasonable minimum much quicker. Thus we chose a quickly damping
exponential to train our networks.
By contrast a Dropout network still exhibits variance even when the learning rate
is greatly reduced. However, variance even when the learning rate is low is beneficial
as well. Therefore, the Floor algorithm did not do well progressing once a local minimum was reached and the learning rate was dropped below a data specific threshold.
Therefore, we tried combining the techniques of Floor and Dropout. We placed a
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Figure 3: Plot of floor rate vs accuracy on MNIST. In general the accuracy
went down as the rate was increased. However, this loss in accuracy can be
mitigated with a learning rate scheduler which decreases the learning rate as
training progresses.
Model

Accuracy

Total Errors

DenseFloor (.1,.1)
DenseRef (.1,.1)
DropoutFloor (.1, .1)

0.9867
0.9869
0.9871

133
131
129

Table 1: MNIST Classification results under different architectures. DenseRef,
the reference architecture, DenseFloor - the same architecture with a Floor layer
in place of Dropout, and DropFloor the same architecture with both Dropout
and Floor layers concurrently.

Floor layer followed by Dropout on the input and then the same stack on the last
Dense layer before the output. This in affect dropped a random connection to prevent
co-adaptation of feature detectors with Dropout and it also dropped low importance
connections via the Floor algorithm thus providing a greater regularization affect than
either individually.
We also tested Floor in a DenseNet100 configuration in which we the replaced
Dropout layers with Floor(.1) layers and applied them with data augmentation. We
found that a z0 rate higher than .1 caused the network problems in converging and so
we stuck with .1 We tested training with the learning rate schedule described in the
original paper; although given the algorithms tendency to lock into a minimum early
with an exponential learning rate, we did not thoroughly test this, but indications are
that this might be beneficial in speeding up the rate at which DenseNet converges.
We also tested a Floor layers in a variety of layers in various network architectures.
We found the most consistency with Floor being applied early on in the network and
later in the network. While it worked on intermediate layers as well, having a Floor
layer on too many Dense layers decreased the overall accuracy of the network and
sometimes prevented convergence altogether.
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Figure 4: Plot of 300-300-300 MLP network with Dropout, Floor, and with a
combination of Floor then Dropout on MNIST for 100 epochs and an exponential
decaying learning rate. The variance in the inter-epoch accuracy is evident even
with reduced accuracy in the Dropout and combined models, but that residual
variance seemed to improved learning.

Figure 5: Plot of accuracy of training DenseNet100 with data augmentation
over 100 epochs with either Floor(.1) or Dropout(.2) after each convolutional
layer in the bottleneck and transition layers.
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Our results indicate that the floor algorithm perform nearly as well as standard
dropout on a variety of network configurations and against our test data sets. We
believe this is because, like Dropout, Floor reduces the co-adaptation or intertwining
effects and affects of multiple feature detectors built into a single classifier by eliminating random and low importance connections thus forcing the network to give greater
weights to the connections most advantageous to minimizing the loss function and
ultimately to classify a test case correctly.
With Floor, the connections dropped are the connections which the contains least
amount of credible information for the network to perform its task. Thus in affect,
Floor, with no knowledge of the loss, or to of the classes of the data that passes
through this layer, can still infer the importance of a connection by simply inspecting
the weight on that connection. If a weight does not pass the threshold set in the z0
parameter, that weight is dropped. However, because of the high variance of the Floor
approach, it is advantageous to use a learning rate scheduler that limits the variance
near the end of training.
All networks were tested with relu activation functions. Results could vary with
choice of activation. For instance, most of the important information in a neural
network using an tanh activation is held in the near vertical region passing through
the origin. It is likely that the floor algorithm would fail in this instance as it would
be throwing away important information that the network would presumably need in
performing its duties. Similar problems could manifest themselves with other choices,
but these were not investigated either, but future work could explore such prospects.

6.2

Parametric Noise Injection

To test our theory of parametric noise injection PNI, we first trained an MLP Variational Auto-encoder, VAE, for 20 epochs. We then evaluated the test set on the
trained VAE. We calculated the mean along the test case axis, and then the mean
along the resulting vector to obtain a scalar mean of the class. We then calculated
the variance of the row reduced vector to obtain the scalar variance of the class. We
generated a parameter pair for each class.
We then use these class parameters in equations 14 and 15 in a simple branched
feed forward network consisting one hidden layer following the input with /(relu/)
activation and Dropout which then flowed into 10 class branches of our PNI noisy
gates. Each PNI gate was initialized with a class specific parameter set obtained
from the pre-trained VAE. The output of each of these units were then concatenated
together, fed through a Floor layer to drop the unimportant connections, and then
into a final Dense layer with Dropout before classification. A plot of the described
architecture is in figure 6.
As with the floor algorithm, likewise with the PNI model, we tested against the
MNIST, Fashion MNIST, FashionMNIST, and the CIFAR10 data sets.
Each branch therefore was injected with parameterized noise as described in 14
and 15 to try and encourage class specialization and increased density in the network.
Unfortunately, our testing did not reveal any significant difference between our parameterized noise injection layer and that of an ordinary feed forward network with
Dropout and or Floor regularization on any of the datasets we tested. The hoped for
segment specialization simply did not materialize. However, we believe that the idea
of transferring learning by sharing probability distribution parameters is still a ripe
area for research.
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Figure 6: Network architecture used in testing PNI.

Figure 7: Plot of accuracy PNI vs Standard Dropout MLP on MNIST and
Fashion MNIST data sets over 100 epochs. PNI Failed to achieve any significant
advantage over the status quo.
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7

Conclusion

The Floor algorithm, we we discovered in the process of trying various approaches to
Bayesian prior transfer learning, has proven to be a simple yet effective regularization
technique when combined with a exponentially decreasing learning rate and alone or in
concert with traditional Dropout. The mechanics of the algorithm does not preclude
it working with other forms of Dropout such as Gaussian Dropout or Variational
Dropout.
We also successfully demonstrated its use in Convolutional Neural Networks, but
the efficacy of such use was only briefly examined in this paper. As such more experimentation is needed before we can recommend using the Floor algorithm in CNNs.
The thrust of the original premise of this paper was in attempting to transfer label free knowledge gained from a Bayesian Variational Auto-encoder Bayesian prior
to subsequent networks architected around and trained against labeled data sets in
attempt to see if this additional latent space information could be beneficial in organizing the internal structure. However, none of the attempts we tried accounted for
any significant advancements.
However, additional research in this area that focuses on modifying the loss function to incorporate both the label error and the error resulting from differences in
posterior and the PDF of the VAE prior, possibly by including the the KL-Divergence,
could help in solidifying an approach using the techniques proposed in this paper.

8

Code

All Code available at: https://github.com/realdanielbyrne/tsneGatedMoE/
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